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 14 Networking Between Hardware Devices and Software .12 Networking Between Computers .18 USB Interface for Audio Device Connection .12 Mac support. .14 MIDI capability to connect to other sound modules .19 Editing tools .12 Audio Midi Nodes .19 Editing tools in VST support over 10 categories .12 Editing MIDI notes and more .19 Mac Support .14 Max for Live support, for real-time
audio and MIDI performance, editing and sharing .15 Audio and MIDI APIs for virtual instruments .18 Midi Nodes or notes on the timeline .19 Many more, check the manual .12 Support for 64-bit Windows and Mac .19 Level-based audio fader and gain, and more .19 Support for multi-core processing for faster audio and MIDI performance. .19 Stereo output support .14 Support for higher than

32-bit resolution audio (24-bit and above). .19 Support for multi-core processing for faster audio and MIDI performance .19 USB, PS2, or MIDI support for instrument and effect connectivity .19 Direct connection of audio/MIDI devices to the MAX for Live environment .19 Configurable real-time synthesizer with a new and intuitive interface for writing, modifying, and reading state, variables, and
factory presets. .19 Effects and instruments with novel new editing tools, such as the envelope follower and key-click. .12 Native Instruments’ Kontakt 5 and Kontakt Player software support. .19 Native Instruments’ Komplete software support. .14 Max for Live support, for real-time audio and MIDI performance, editing and sharing .19 Edit and share variables between Kontakt and Komplete

software. .14 Native Instruments’ Kontakt and Komplete software support. .19 Native Instruments’ Komplete software support. .19 Native Instruments’ Komplete software support. .14 Edit and share variables between Kontakt and Komplete software. .19 Direct connection of audio/MIDI devices to the MAX for Live environment .19 MIDI input support for more music programs. .14 Max for Live
support, for real-time audio and MIDI performance, editing and sharing .19 Native Instruments’ Komplete software support. .19 Native Instruments’ Komplete software support. .19 Native Instruments’ Komplete software support 520fdb1ae7
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